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Abstract: The idea of this research paper arose out of an awareness that students with language learning disabilities
are completely ignored in the educational system and there are no special programs that cater tothese students. They
are placed in normal schools that are not prepared to deal with their unique difficulties. This paper, therefore, js an
attempt to provjde teachers with multiple-strategies models for teach jng English language skills to these students at the
intermediate level and beyond. More specifically, this research will help pre-and in-service teachers to:

. Identify effective strategies for learning and using language skills,

. Use multiple-strategres mocjels for ieaching language skills.

' Strateglcs for ianquage learning and languaoe !se Into regular language activities, and finally,

' Both the processes and products of language learning of srudents with learning disabilities.

Thus, the target audience of this research includes pre-and in-service regular teachers, special education teachers,
school psychologists, counsellors, and administrators.
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INTRODUCTION

students, soecial needs

Students with learning disabiljties are not aware of
how their minds work and fail to use strategies that
represent the dynamic processes underlying effective
learning and academic performance. ln support of this,
many neuropsychologists and psychiatrist associations
agree that individuals with learning disabilities have
neurologically-based processing disorders which
means that their brains process information differently
than most people. These information processtng
drsorders manifest themselves in students' failure to
independently apply effective learning processes and
to monitor their own learning. More specifically, these
information processing disorders manifest themselves
in students' failure to:

(a) Apply learning strategies,

,31 Orchestrate among various plans, and

cr Change strategies when they don't work, or
make adaptations to them when necessary.

Tnese failures, in turn, interfere with the acquisition
an: use of one or more of the following language skills:

- Oral communication.

; iea3'.:g ccmprenensror. and

(3) Written expression

The information processing disorders can aiso lead
to frustration, disappointment, low self-esteem and
withdrawal from school [1].

In simple words, having a learning disability means
that the brain does not process information normally.
This, of course, requires modelling effective cognitive
processes through learning strategies instruction to
help students wjth learning disabilities change their
ineffective learning processes and employ effective
ones ln a reflective, purposeful way l2l. "Learning
Disabilities" is a compact term describing a number of
some other, more specific learning disabilities, such as
dyslexia, dysgraphia, Auditory Processing Disorder
(APD), Dyscalculia, Language Processing Disorder,
Non-Verbal Learning Disabilities, Visual
PerceptualiVisual Motor Deficit, etc.

Because of the nature of their learning difficulties,
students with learning disabilities need to become
strategic learners, not just haphazardly using whatever
learning strategies or techniques they have developed
on their own but becoming consciously aware of what
strategies might be useful in a given learning situation
and capable of using those strategies effectively.
Teachers can be enormously helpful in this regard.
They can introduce students to specific techniques and
demonstrate when and how these techniques will be
used. Students can then see how a person thinks or
what a person does when using the strategies.
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ffe= -- :.cv;de opportunities for students to
ns- s': -='e:: -3or. and practice the techniques with
t-s'Tr- -€=-ats and authentic tasks. By giving.bertao. -ea:.e!-s help students refine therr use of
=crEse a-c ea.n to monitor their usage. Teachers
-?r trrer- J-3]-ai|| fade reminders and guidance so
Tia r_l,: = J€g,n to assume responsibility for
il3B:r: e=- -3 -3,

ieses-;e= aiso refer to learning strategies
rsJ-cr as a solution to the processing difficulties
3r3€r-F,=c c-r siudents with learning disabilities in the
trleln: ea-.: The Strategies Intervention Model (SlM),
FrBG€c lv researchers at the University of Kansas,
s :ae: :r the theory that students with LD have
rrt'--a:cr processing difficulties, are strateov
EFc;e-: a.3 are inactive learners.

-':a: is. they do not create or use appropriate

=grni.re and metacognitive strategies sponraneousry

= Jrocess information, to cope with problems they
e.€cJi'lter, or to learn new material [4].

In teaching students with language disabilities,
escecially to help them overcome their own learning
:r:f culties, we need to arrange the classroom
.nsrruction as its aim of the improvement the underlying
processes and strategies, because these students
depend upon to learn language skills as these skrlls are
rooted in complex procedures.

Therefore, the present paper recommends on
learning strategies in general and language learning
strategjes, in particular, to help teachers become more
aware of the various strategies that they can use to
enable students to learn independently and effectively,
More speciflcally, this research deals with the deflnition
of learning strategies and discusses the benefits and
types of these strategies. lt also addresses the most
widely used models of learning strategies instruction.
Then, it discusses the methods of identifyrng ano
assessing these strategies. Finally, it reviews researcn
into effective/ineffective learning strategies as well as
research on teaching learning strategies to sruoents
rvith learning disabilities. Definitions of learning
strategies are many. Learning strategies are
:echniques, approaches, or deliberate actions that
strjdents take in order to facilitate the learning and
'ecail of both linguistic and content area information.
_ea'i ng strategies are ,'any sets of operations, ste0s,
: a-s .cJtines used by the learner to facilitate the
::'= - -J sto!'age. and use of information',.

tn support of learning strategies instruction as an
rntervention for improving language skills, many studies
have shown that: (a) learners, awareness of their own
learning processes plays a significant role in improving
language performance; (b) greater strategy use ts
related to better language learning and good language
learners apply multiple strategies more frequently and
more effectively than poor language learners; and (c)
struggling language learners have difficulty in using
learning strategies [5]

Along the same line, Schmeck defined the term
learning strategy in relation to learning tactics in this
way:

The term strategy was originally a military term that
referred to procedures for implementing the pian of a
large scale military operation. The more specific steps
in implementation of the plan were called tactics. More
generally the term strategy has come to refer to the
implementation of a set of procedures (tactics) for
accomplishing something. Thus a learning strategy is a
sequence of procedures for accomplishing learning and
the specific procedures within the sequence are called
learning tactrcs [6].

Similarly, learning strategies were defined as
special thoughts or behaviours that individuals use to
comprehend, learn, or retain new information. Also,
learning strategies are mental steps or operations that
learners use to learn a new language and to regulate
their efforts to do so". Besides, it is defined that
language learning strategies as conscious benavrours
used to learn the language. Anderson defined learning
strategies as "the conscious actions that learners take
to improve their language learning". Chamot defined
learning strategies as "procedures that facilitate a
learning task" [7].

As indicated above, although language learning
scholars define learning strategies differenfly, there are
a number of basic characteristics accepted by all of
them. Oxford Iists these basic characteristics as
follows:

. They allow learners to become more self-
directed;

. There are specific actions taken by the learner;

. They involve many aspects of the learners, not
Just the cognitive,

. They support learning both directly and
indirectly;
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a -: :=--e:S
procedural Kno*iecge .r,-:- :::::: -:-: s_::=ss=_
leaming. She s:a:es,

'Strategy instructior is 3re,ra_, :: .,.i-r ttr,E-JS
enhancing your procedural keo,lecje S -:= -a--.
adults are "language phobic' or i:e>.:e-.e^:e: ,.. .-
language learning, they need to gain mc:e pra:ec--a.
knowledge to deflect negative affective influe:ices a.lj
to begin to experience some success [81.'

METHODS

Participants

The study done on a group of a hundred fifty
Kazakh undergraduate learners learning English as a
foreign language at university, most of the students
were juniors (48 %), (52%) were senjors. In terms of
gender, the students did not balanced with 122
Females (81%),28 males (19%) and their age ranged
from 1B to 21 .

In support of the benefits of Iearning strategies
instruction for students with learning disabilities, we
found that these students scored lower on rne
measures of learning strategy use than did therr non-
disabled peers as a result of comparing the learning

strategies used by 80 postsecondary students wii:r
disabilities to those used by 70 students without
disabilities. We also found evidence that unsuccessful
learners "apparently...lacked...what are often calleo
metacognitive strategies...which would enable them to
assess the task and bring to bear the necessary
strategies for its completion". We found that the more-
skilled listeners used more meta-cognitive strategies
over time than the less-skilled listeners. Therefore.
identifying the cognitive and metacognitive strategies
successful learners use makes it possible to help
unsuccessful language learners to become more
successful, through the deliberate teaching of these
strategies. This intentional teaching can beneflt
slJdents with learning disabilities in particular because
: '.';ill nelp them to grow more aware of their thinking
orocesses, to recognise when meaning breaks down
a": tc lnderstand what strategies work best for them.
lr has also been suggested that strategy instruction can
i3.c iearners with disabilities to overcome certain
rs-lcnol:nguistic and effective constraints in the
:iassrocm.

Straiegy instruction "helps overcome nervousness.
:he ,nability to remember and the need to produce
language during oral communication immediately.
Being able to overcome these limitations will make
learning more efficient". ln short, learning strategies
instruction benefits all students, including those with
learning disabilities. Learning strategy research also
suggests that less competent students improve their
skills through training in strategies used by more
successful learners. Therefore, many educators
propose that Iearning strategy instruction should
integrate into regular courses.

Instru ment

Two types of instruments were administered in this
study (a) a written Quantitative questionnaire, tb i
Qualitative classroom observations.

Category Number Percentage

School year JunroT

Senior

39

57

l\,4ale

raZOk l-,

ea

Table 1: Demographic Information of padicipants for the Studv
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b be dementary. This pre_testrHbdg scrbn of the test and it included
5t) t-" h b sotrrEs uef,e calculated out of 100.Rd:d- Flfst-re *o used to homogenizing
trn gry, &. lE tratrrrcnl again a version of theEsf E rE*.Bd ri order to check theeftrtrcdfE b Eachi€ methodologres on tne
bErEgE hrfu bilEs with special needs. Theresenfu td SPSS program to process thegatEd d|f. ! ge+sr ard post_test.

T1-srir dle r'* r.sed for this study contained
50 -rE I- re ssed on a five_point: AD=sfulgt *agEc, lt- Gagree. U= undecided, A=
agee, SfFStEb qree The irems on the BALLI
aqse4Rbe|3rs" bEfeft rr fire areas:

1- ftt dl- brgrAe leaming. (six items: 82,
BE"BIO" 815" Rl2- 833;

Z Faq'|*r$qeTEhJde (eightitems: 81, 811,
816. Bfg. W_W.tl31.t

3- t{afre d hguage teaning. (eight items: 87.
89- 817, 81& BZ.r. BZ5.828. 830)

4- t€adry rd qnmnication strategy. (seven
lerns: B{- 86- 812 814. 821. Fi26, 827)

5- lhlvain ilo expectation. (four items: 83. BS.
813. B2O)

PROCEDURE

This study was conducted in 201g and was carried
on once a week for twelve sessions at University. After

selecting the students and assigning them into two
homogeneous groups, the researcher (wno was
actually the instructor too) applied our methodology in
group 1 and traditional methodology in group 2."

During-task phase, the students were engaged in
completing different kinds of tasks, and in post{ask
phase, ihey gave a report through, for instance,
repeating the tasks and practicing some formal and
linguistic features of the text.

Here, the students read authentic materials and all
the exercises and class activities were designed
around the reading text. The researcher used realia,
pictures and technological aids, as much as possible,
to strengthen the learning of the subject matter. The
treatment was given for 12 sessions. This proceoure
was carried on for the whole semester.

The reliability of ,,Nature of language,, was a
relatively acceptable 0.75, the reliability ot,,ine difficultyof language learning" was acceptable 0.73, the
reliability of "learning and communication strategy,, was
good 0.81, and the reliability of ,,motivation 

in ranguage
learning" was excellent 0.94. The reliability of this test
items in the questionnaire was 0.76, highly acceptable.

RESULTS

The fourth category of items addresses tssues
about learning and communication strategies. Seven
items belong to this category; three of them (27, 4, and
26) concern learning strategies and the others (.12, 14,6 and 21) concern communication strategies. The
responses to the jtems in this category are reported in
Table 3.

Regarding the learning and communication
strategies (Table 3), the majority of students (94% ot
the group 1 and g6% of the group 2) agree that it is
important to repeat and practice a great deal.
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Ite m Source M

94%

960k

61% 21%

1.22

1.34

I 2:52

) 2.26

3.28

2.3

2.48 1.01

2.48 0.93

: :LEs: r _,:_ f:r :.-.h a r,.ord in a foreign language

- 5 TEE'--:- : ::::. :':': _-- ,alguage with an excellent accent

'-L .-* sr;;:- - _:,= :-,-- -l - : .Jfgign language until you can say it::r=sn

-- "€=r: =r-E:rE -?3: -: . :ae language I am trying to learn, IfL.E :f -g :e- s: :-a :::: :.actice speaking the language.

l- = :e.,-::-s:,:_: ::*:. -::-:.:reign ianguage in front of other
:*:[i€

2

1

2

1

: :-3:::= r, :- :aSSedeS Or tapes

'r:r: -:+ai;ru :-::::--
t:F:-=C _: 

= ::-- ':,--::::: :.: tearest lenth.

vF-, i-:r:r:,: J-:-! g5_:: of group 1 and g0% of
g-f-tr ; Eie.e: :a: : ;s rnportant to practice with
-r2<s4ft-s :r t3:E€ --3 tr-3_OS Were equally disposed
i'&" f ;l.:Lc' - s:-.::-= 63i: of group 2 students)

-r:rrT:5 lJ:s*i r'-{: - ^ { - :.,, - .., crds in En gl ish. However,
:_ratt-r -ar- i,:-: :,::-:3a:s irOm group 1 disagree Or
S;:rrl'. :sa;r- :-= l-a ii:at yOu ShOUIdn't Say
3--.:-rr-r; r - i:r3 l- alguage until you can say lt
rr-B-$r rr,r€ :n'_1 33 c:.ceni of group 2 students had
Sd-E -€l€rES 4r:-: :

Stqnf, -trr3:-=- -z: 53:,i,) of the group 2
S-Jf,ry-E t-r;r-1--; :='-:?, 'e i Self-COnSCiOUS Speaking
:-€ ":r?.9- ,Z-tZtj?
-r3-tr -ef Jl', =-_-. S:-:en:S had same idea
3:,:!-:: *:e--.:-::::--_: - s:,dents and 6g percent
-.:^--:------_. i J_l_, i >JE-= -e €.=: =.i:eiient pronunciation is
-=ttz--

S--rn: .c :-E --_ 
= :. 

-j-e research it is better
:: -€.:,r :€: :€ '?-_=*-.-=?:o1s anci methodology
-e3S 

=e S;-,:s-= = -:-:,: :-e r ,earn ng Strategy.

Drscusstot{

Spe:'= , :€ -s= :' s:-a:eJies for language
ream |:_. n !e-: e ," : : :=c . i, ,s a fundamental
requirernert 'or s-;cess'- =a:- ic. Tne:j contnbute to
the developr-nen: cf cc.-..e:e.s on and production of
the target language. lr :'r:s respect. it is better to

2.56 0.95

mention that learning strategies arc ',especially
important for language learning because they are tools
for active, self-directed movement, which is essential
for developing communicative competence". In the
Concise Encyclopedia of Educational Linguistics,
Oxford adds that "language learning strategtes can
facilitate the internalisation, storage, retrieval, or use of
the new language". ln support of this, researchers
found that skilled language learners are masters of
learning strategies and that a positive correlation exrsrs
between strategy use and second language
proficiency. The literature on metacognition also
suggests that the use of metacognitive strategies
positively influences learners' academic perforrnance.

Learning strategies are also seen as a means of
enhancing self-efficacy, motivation and self-confidence
of learners. That is, strategic learners, perceive
themselves as more able to succeed academically than
students who do not know how to use strategies
effectively, which in turn increases their motjvation. We
believe that "strategy training can enhance both the
process of language learning (the strategies or
behaviours learners use and the effective elements
involved) and the product of language learning
(changes in students' language performance)" [9].

Besides, learning strategies instruction is an
important factor for developing independent learning as
it helps learners discover what particular strategy works

63%

59%

68%

26%

79%

85%

80%

50%

53%

19%

19%

18%

5o%

39%

1S%

1.97

2.57

0.95

1.1

98j
0.72

1.22

2.94 1.3343%

89o/o i

0.69

1.83 0.72

2%



fu lEn h a particular situation and develops theirqfr cer their own learning The more studentslnc'E ae of their learning strategies, the greater
ln qft |hey develop over their learning. In thisregil- tenbn says. '.to be self_sufficient, learnersrGf bu fn b barn". Along the same line, Cohen
T::s k *ategy instruction helps learners exptore

-p - t-t trey can learn the language more

| - ff'' iEfrrcfion plays in developing tearners,
*Se h fie following way:

fb*gy !-arrng movement is predicated on theqftr llil I barners are conscious about and
b rryrs-b br the selection, use, and
ffidf* brning strategies, they will become
4 c.lcrr btguag€ learners by taking more
il* h tTt brguage learning and enhancing
te db Egrt kguage out of class. In other
G h ft gml of strategy training is tocr;E.nrhr* \ dortrng them to take control offi-tllarrtg rcess,

b E *o shown that self-regulated
b rnF - tE r.rse of both cognitive andrQ1ft rEg-R for baming and that students
fr r fr? **gaes are better able to work
offi E ftFErrlt there teacher directron andEb ql 

- 
rEt present. because learntng

slrtgE eE !Er" b become more independent.Ergt-s

lE b-'g strabgies enable students to
sleEr fi-g sttbs- In this respect, we can sayUf hq.r- a #y help students .,stretch,, 

their
bilitg alh !l fFtg o{fr some strategies that are
o.rsdF d ts tsry sty{e preferences. She adds
ttril lis c F ftu.€tr straregy instruction.

Frfsn lsilrtg sraegies rnstruction holds aslAHD (rdE rs with learning disabilities,
becte hr crl-R dbn lack effective tearntng
sfr|Gg:3 b = qill. I s befier to point out thatrh d* 

- 
til*€ dbabilities oecome+lEe tg-.i lql bco.re productive lifelong

na'lEs,rd-.aldsfafegy use. they trust their
an nntb" fu E fget nse than one right way

to do things, acknowledge their mistakes, evaluate their
products and behavior, feel a sense of power, and
know how to try. lt is better to note the imporlance of
teaching students with learning disabilities to use
learning strategies in the following way:

An increasingly robust research base points to the
potential of strategy instruction to help supporr
struggling learners, including students with learning
disabilities. Specifically, teaching students how ro use
learning strategies, and helping them choose ano
implement them effectively, helps to strengthen their
metacognitive abilities and this, in iurn, connects to
improved student learning [1 0].
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